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Introduction and Discussion
We put so much effort into reaching our goal weight, which can 

take a long time—for many of us, it takes years. So what happens after 
we hit that number on the scale? We must continue to maintain our 
healthy habits to keep off the weight! The good news is that plenty of 
people maintain their goal weight, and we can, too.

The National Weight Control Registry (NWCR) is the largest study 
of long-term weight maintenance. Since 1994, it has tracked more than 
10,000 people who have lost weight and kept it off, including TOPS 
members. Participants in the study complete an in-depth questionnaire 
to help researchers pinpoint the habits of those who succeed at long-
term weight loss, and the NWCR follows up with them yearly. What do 
you think these habits are?

(Allow members to respond, and then share the habits below.)

People who keep their weight off:

• Eat breakfast every day (78%).
• Weigh themselves at least once a week (75%).
• Watch fewer than 10 hours of TV per week (62%).
•  Exercise, on average, about one hour per day (90%). Walking is the 

most popular form of activity.

(Discuss the following questions.)

1. Do you already practice any of these habits?
2. Which of these do you do occasionally and would like to turn into a habit?
3. Why do you think these habits are so important for maintaining weight loss?

(If your chapter has KOPS members, invite them to speak before continuing with the  
activity below.)

Activity
Let’s turn to page 266 of Real Life: The Hands-on Pounds-off Guide. Who would like to read aloud 

Peggy M.’s story?

(After a member reads this story, use the questions below to discuss it.)

1. What part of this story resonated with you?
2.  What is one thing you can take away from it to use along your own journey?

(Invite members to read other success stories in this chapter of Real Life: The Hands-on 
Pounds-off Guide and follow up with the questions above. Or pick a couple of the  
discussion questions on page 279 of the book.)  n

Materials:
•  copies of  

Real Life:  
The Hands-on 
Pounds-off Guide

Preparation:
Ask members to 
bring copies of Real 
Life: The Hands-on 
Pounds-off Guide to 
this meeting. If your 
chapter has KOPS 
members, ask 
them to share how 
they maintain their 
healthy weights. 

Keep Off Pounds Sensibly


